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MESSAGES FROM MY HEART
A heart-filled welcome to the personal notebook journal, Messages from my Heart.
Let yourself be inspired by the beautiful quotes and begin your peaceful journey
into your higher wisdom.
My wish for you is, that you fill this book with self-loving thoughts,
exercises and feelings that can uplift you and make your life flourish.
You can use this book as your personal journal or diary,
or just a place to write down your sacred messages from your heart.

THE PERFECT ACCESSORY
Messages from my heart is a special notebook and journal, created as the perfect accessory
to immerse yourself in your personal thoughts, feelings and illustrations.
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GET STARTED
Enjoy opening up to 52 quotes, one for each week of the year.
You can also use the pages in your own pace,
enjoying your personal messages one step at a time.
Welcome to our Peaceful Journey Universe.

PEACEFUL NOTES

Connection

Enjoy a special moment with yourself,
in your own presence and with your own reflection.
Meditate in front of a mirror for a few minutes
and connect with your soul while looking into your eyes.
Enjoy this special moment of deep connection with yourself.

VISION
Messages from my Heart is a part of the Peaceful Journey Universe
and published by Life Books by Sussanne Wexø.
Sussanne Wexø is an motivational speaker, author, coach and therapist.
Founder of the international Life Mastery Academy Copenhagen.
Messages from my heart was originally created as the perfect accessory
to our unique Loving Rituals exercise and rituals book.
It is based on the special quotes that are a part of Sussanne Wexø’s
unique brand and educational universe.
Contact Sussanne Wexø direct on the phone: 0045 2726 5851 or e-mail: sussanne@sussannewexoe.dk

